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Petro Chemistry 2020 can encourage scientists and researchers & 

young researchers in their early stage of career graph to wide 

discuss their outcome thus on enrich and develop the thought by 

felicitating them with the assorted Awards in their several fields. 

The most aim is supposed to encourage students in taking active 

half within the International Science platform to sharpen their skills 

and information. 

We have introduced varied awards not just for tutorial persons 

likewise as additionally for our Business Partners. As our Sponsors 

and Exhibitors can get likelihood to show themselves to new 

purchasers, customer, business, complete awareness and media 

exposure. Our support has categorised with Premium support 

Packages: Elite Sponsor, Silver Sponsor, Gold Sponsor, Exhibition, 

Media Partner, and Collaborator, further support Packages and 

Advertisements. 

 

We have totally different levels of awards and their criteria to 

possess them: 

1. Expert Level (Scientific Service accomplishment Award): 

This award is that the highest awards bestowed for the outstanding 

achievements during a specific discipline. It the foremost 

prestigious award of the complete conference and is labelled as 

scientific service accomplishment award. The eligibility criteria for 

this award is that one ought to have minimum twenty years of 

expertise with the relative discipline publically or private sector. 

2. Professional Level (The analysis Contribution Award): This 

scientific award is bestowed for the researches that have crystal 

rectifier to the necessary discoveries and development within the 

specific discipline publically or private sector. The eligibility 

criteria for this award is that one ought to have minimum 10+ years 

of expertise and analysis information within the specific discipline. 

3. Scholar Level (The forthcoming man of science Award): This 

award is bestowed among the rising young man of science, 

scientists and special abilities within the specific discipline. The 

eligibility criteria for this award is that one ought to have the whole 

qualification in their specific discipline and have some analysis 

knowledge to gift. 

4. Women Scientist (The girls of Science Award): This award is 

bestowed to the ladies person who is coming back to our 

conference. This award also will encourage girls operating in 

numerous fields to attain their goals and build an interchange the 

society. 

 

Below mentioned area unit the few awards what we've introduced 

with our forthcoming conferences and meetings: 

Academic Awards (In conference): 

Best Speaker Award - 

This Speaker award seeks to recognise a private who have  

 

incontestable excellence once it involves elaborating the presentation 

with AN ease in Speaker Sessions through AN on-going high-quality 

commonplace of his expertise. 

Best analysis Award- 

This analysis award seeks to understand a private or team who have 

displayed excellence once it involves analysis in their several space, 

with high-quality commonplace of their efforts to create it attainable for 

brand new innovation. 

Best Young Researcher Award - 

This Young man of science award seeks to encourage students in taking 

active half within the International Science platform to sharpen their 

skills and information in their early stage of career graph. 

Best Poster Award- 

This Poster Award seeks to understand a private who have displayed 

excellence once it involves expose analysis in poster presentation class, 

with high-quality commonplace of their efforts to create it attainable for 

brand new ideas and innovation. 

Best E-Poster Award- 

This E-Poster Award seeks to understand a private who have displayed 

excellence once it involves expose analysis in E-poster class. 

 

Business Awards (In conference): 

Best Sponsor Award- 

This support award seeks to recognise a private company or 

organization that has supported our attendees or participants to enhance 

their analysis, by providing a chance to show their analysis in AN 

innovative project or theme. 

Best showman Award- 

This Exhibition award seeks to recognise a private company that has 

exhibits their connected analysis ideas and merchandise that has higher 

future scope and useful for our researchers and scientists in their several 

field. 

Best Collaborator Award- 

This Collaboration award seeks to recognise a private or team of 

organization who have collaborated with US to support one another 

skilled growth and name and to be useful for our attendees or 

participants. 

Best Media Partner Award- 

This Media Partnership award seeks to recognise a private or team of 

organization who have created partnership with US to broadcast one 

another skilled growth and name to be useful for our attendees or 

participants. 
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